A subset 5 of BD is then called closed if it contains all limits of sequences from 5. We let K be the ideal consisting of all those functions in BD which vanish outside some compact set and denote by K those functions which are limits (in BD) of sequences from K. It is shown in [3] that K is closed and that every function /£23D has a unique decomposition (1) /-/* + « where /xGTsT and u<ElHBD, the space of harmonic functions in BD (with the convention that the constants belong to HBD only if W is hyperbolic). As a vector space HBD is isomorphic to the quotient space BD/K and we use this isomorphism to define [4] a multiplication in HBD.
If we let w be the homomorphism which takes/ into the harmonic part u of its decomposition (1), then ir is a ring homomorphism by the definition of multiplication in HBD. Moreover, ir is continuous. where k is the bound on the dilation quotient of the mapping h. Hence r is continuous. Similarly r_1 is continuous and t is a homeomorphism. Since t is linear, it is also an isomorphism.
We define a to be the adjoint of t_1, i.e., for a continuous linear functional / on BDi we define la by (3) h
Since t-' takes K2 into jRTi, a takes Li into L2.
4. The principle theorem. We first prove the following relations
T2TXlT_1TT2 = 7T2.
For any /(ELi and u(E.HBDi, we have
by (2) . By the definition of a we may write this as
by (2) since laGL2. By (3) we have
Since iriT~1ir2TuQ.HBDi and Li is total for HBDi, we must have 7TlT-V2TW = « whence (5) follows. Similarly for (6). Theorem 1. The mapping it2t is a homeomorphic isomorphism of the ring HBDi onto the ring HBD2.
Proof. The mapping tt2t is a ring homomorphism since 7T2T = 7T2TT1 On HBDl, and ir2, r, and 7Ti are all ring homomorphisms. Moreover, it2t is continuous since 7r2 and r are. So also is 7Tit-1. But by (5) and (6) (X2T)-1 = TTlT-1 whence ir2r is one-to-one onto and bicontinuous, proving the theorem.
Since WG.O0 is equivalent to HBDiW) empty and W(E.Ohd is equivalent to saying HBDiW) has dimension less than two, we have the following corollaries: Corollary 1. The class Oo is preserved under quasi-conformal mapping.
Corollary
2. The class Ohd is preserved under quasi-conformal mapping.
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